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KazBAD LLP Company 

on the market since 2009 as a sole proprietor "Kengerbayev D.M.", 

based in Semey, 

2015
Creating your own call center – communication 
with the client 24 hours a day;

2017

for active participation in the sixth International exhibition 

“Kazakhstan International Halal Expo'2017";

2018 
Our company has once again won an 

honorary award from the Union 

of National Business Ratings in 

the category Importer of the Year 

and received a Gold rating in 

the TOP 7 among importers of 

the Republic of Kazakhstan in terms 

of "Volume of operations”

Our enterprise became the owner of the Gold Medal and the title 
of "Industry Leader 2021”

2021 

GMP Certificate of Compliance

2022 
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     The company "KazBAD" offers a comprehensive proposal for manufacturing services, carried 
out by order of external companies (cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, food industry, etc.). We have 
our own production workshop, which allows us to produce capsules and blisters, dosages of 
liquid masses. The working environment is organized in accordance with the guidelines of the 
implemented quality systems and hygienic production conditions. Cooperation withwell-equipped 
external laboratories allows developing innovative products and determining their required 
quality parameters. Product documentation developed in our factory complies with strict legal 
and formal requirements according to the category. We offer competitive prices and high quality 
manufacturing services.

CONTRACT MANUFACTURING

     Contract manufacturing is the production of products to order at the production sites of an 
independent manufacturer, which ensures full compliance with the technological cycle and 
quality control of finished products in accordance with customer requirements.

Today, there are two types of contract manufacturing:
performance of individual technological operations;
implementation of the full production cycle.

     In the first case, several manufacturing enterprises can take part in the production process at 
once. Their area of responsibility is strict compliance with the customer's requirements for the 
technological process, and the customer is responsible for the supply of raw materials and 
components, transportation, storage and sale of products, and the implementation of the 
relationship between different production cycles. In the case of concluding a contract for a full 
cycle of manufacturing goods, the customer only needs to receive the finished product from the 
manufacturer.

Contract enterprises can also be divided into two groups:
fully specialized in contract manufacturing;
in addition to contract manufacturing, they produce products under their own brands.

Currently, retail chains, cosmetics, pharmaceutical companies, electronics and mechanical 
engineering companies often resort to contract manufacturing.

BENEFITS FOR THE CUSTOMER

1. Embodiment of your ideas in case of insufficiency of your own knowledge and resources. The 
main advantage of manufacturing products by third-party organizations is savings on equipment, 
rent or purchase of production and storage facilities. In addition, the released funds can be used to 
improve the sales system or create new products.
2. Ability to focus on promotion. By entrusting the production to professional performers, the 
company will be able to save time and resources, pay more attention to marketing and sales. In 
today's dynamically developing market, the loss of time is fraught with lossin competition, and 
contract manufacturing speeds up the process of bringing new products to market.
3. Cost reduction and predictable budget due to fixed cost. Contract manufacturing, according to 
experts, can reduce costs by at least 25-30%.
4. An increase in profitability due to a decrease in the purchase price leads to an increase in loyal 
consumers of products.
5. Turning to specialists who carry out contract manufacturing and are well acquainted with the 
technology of production processes, the customer gains experience in the development of new 
types of products, which reduces the time for the transition to serial production of new products and 
increases competitiveness.
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ADVANTAGES OF WORKING WITH KazBAD LLP:

When ordering over 200,000 tenge, customers can use the following certificates for free:

1.  - confirms that the entire cycleproduction 
of Halal products and services is carried out in accordance with 
international standards: MS 1500-2009 guidelines for the production, 
manufacture, processing and storage of Halal products, IHI-Alliance 
standards: IHIA-0200:2010; IHIA-0600:2010; a set of food international 
standards "Codex Alimentarius CAC / GL 24-1997" and EC Halal-01:2012 
standards. Certificates of Halal industry of Kazakhstan are recognized in 
68 countries of the world.

HALAL CERTIFICATE

2.  - certifies the compliance of food production with 
the standards approved by ISO 22000-2006 (ISO 22000:2005) “Food 
Safety Management System.The HACCP system is the organizational 
structure of production,consisting of documents, production processes 
and resources necessary for the implementation of HACCP

ACCP (ISO 22000)

This system provides control at all stages of food production, at any 
point in the process of production, storage and sale of products where 
dangerous situations may arise and is mainly used by food manufacturers. 
At the same time, special attention is paid to critical control points, at 
which all types of risks associated with the use of food products can be 
prevented, eliminated or reduced to an acceptable level as a result of 
targeted control measures.

3.  - a certificate of conformity confirms that the organization's 
quality management system complies withrequirements of the 
international standard ST RK ISO 9001-2016(ISO 9001:2016).

ISO 9001
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4.  certificate is a document confirming the environmental 
safety of products and production.Eco-label "ECO" - a sign that can be 
found on packagesKazakh and foreign goods supplied to the Republic of 
Kazakhstan.The eco-label "ECO" indicates that during the production of 
such goods all types of harmful effects on the environment are controlled 
and, if possible, minimized, and also that the goods themselves have 
undergoneminimal harmful effect. Eco-label "ECO" is assigned to 
products that have passed a 3-stage examination according to a special 
procedure, for a certain period of time with a mandatory systematic 
verification of compliance with the conditions set by the examination. 
This appropriation systemtrademark "ECO" excludes both the purchase 
and forgery of this marking. The ECO sign has a trademark certificate of 
the Committee for Intellectual Property Rights of the MINISTRY OF 
JUSTICE OF THE REPUBLIC OF KAZAKHSTAN. The sign is depicted 
and applied to products in accordance with the following Kazakhstani 
standards: ST U 40331327-01-2007 “Environmental labeling. Sign of 
compliance with environmentally friendly products. Technical 
requirements "and STU 40331327-02-2007 “Environmental labeling. 
The procedure for marking the mark of conformity with environmentally 
friendly products. The sign "ECO" looks like a ball of the Earth, covered 
by circular arrows, with the name "ECO" inside and with the inscription 
between the circles "Kazakhstan" and "Ekologiyalyk taza onim" in the 
Kazakh language. The sign can be made in three or one color.

ECO 2019

5. Design of a barcode. We can issue a barcodeinternational 
sample GS-1.

6. Consultation on registration of permits for each product.
6.1. Declaration of conformity for food products
6.2. State registration for dietary supplements;
6.3. Patenting. A security document certifying authorship, priority 
and the existence of an exclusive right.
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OUR SERVICES:

PACKAGING OF BULK AND SMALL GOODS

Beautiful and durable packaging of products is a guarantee of preserving their taste and aroma 
properties, as well as a guarantee of long-term storage. At the same time, products can have a 
variety of configurations and designs - from standard transparent film to packaging with color 
printing and factory marking.

Packing in bags has the following advantages:

Small specific weight.
Convenience in warehousing and transportation of such containers.
Protection of goods from oxygen, moisture, ultraviolet rays and other 
environmental influences.

FEATURES OF PACKAGING BULK PRODUCTS

Product packaging is an important set of activities that require the use of special equipment that 
ensures accuracy and high speed of work. Bulk packaging has the following features:

involves the use of a dispenser that provides dosage by weight or volume;
devices are high performance;
all products must have appropriate hygiene certificates;
a reliable packaging solution is used, which is of high 
quality and ensures the protection of products;
equipment is easy to manage

PACKAGING (FILLING) OF LIQUID AND PASTE PRODUCTS

KazBAD LLP provides services for portion packing of liquids, creams, gels, paste products and 
household chemicals in plastic, glass and metal tubes (jars) from 10 ml to 500 ml.
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ENCAPSULATION

Our company provides services for the encapsulation of various powder-like fillers (extracts, 
vitamins, minerals) into a hard gelatin capsule. At the request of the customer, in accordance with 
the requirements for their subsequent packaging in a PVC blister or in a plastic bottle, we can assist 
in selecting the size and color of the capsules. Beef hard gelatin capsules have a number of 
advantages over tablets. Halal gelatin capsule masks the unpleasant smell and taste of drugs, 
protects the main substances from external influences, provides ease of administration and 
accurately doses the active ingredients, is absorbed by the body one and a half times faster than 
the tablet form.

Capacity of hard gelatin capsules:

Capsule size

Average capsule capacity, mg

BLISTERING

KazBAD LLP provides blistering services for dietary supplements to companies that do not have 
their own production facilities and relevant permits, but who want to produce their own product.
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HEAT SHRINK

Packaging of goods with the use of shrink (polyethylene or POF) film allows you to preserve 
the exquisite appearance of the product and ensure its reliable protection from mechanical damage 
and harmful environmental influences during storage and transportation.

Film packaging preserves the factory quality of the product and emphasizes its advantages. 
Without the use of shrink packaging, it is impossible to imagine the modern retail market.

Shrink wrapping services are very common, but only a few companies accept orders for 
packaging small quantities of products. more time and money are spent on the selection of the 
appropriate type of film and thermal packaging modes and, naturally, the cost of the service 
becomes quite expensive. The process of packaging products in a polyolefin sleeve is madeon 
special thermal packaging equipment, where, under the influence of heated air, the formed 
package shrinks with the packaged product placed in it.

Previously, the operator puts the object in a half-sleeve of shrink film and moves it to the 
working area of ??the machine. Next, an angle welding knife is lowered, which seals and cuts off the 
formed package.

Depending on the size of the product, experts select the appropriate type of film and its 
thickness. The welding temperature of the seams is selected individually. As a rule, the product is in 
a shrink chamber or tunnel for no more than 2 seconds and during this time it does not have time to 
heat up.

It is very easy to apply a self-adhesive label to the products after packaging.

PROMO COPAKING (MANIPULATION SERVICES)

PROMO COPAKING (MANIPULATION SERVICES) Not only the safety of products during 
transportation and storage, but also the level of sales of these products depends on the quality and 
convenience of packaging. This is a kind of visiting card of the product, because it creates the first 
impression of the manufacturer. That is why it is important to choose the best packaging option, 
which will take into account the characteristics of a particular product and demonstrate it from the 
best side. Promo co-packing is an excellent marketing ploy, it helps to promote a new product and 
allows you to increase the volume of purchases of existing ones.
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ADVANTAGES OF CO-PACKING

Using the services of our company, you can save a lot, because you will not need to invest in 
the organization and maintenance of equipment for packing and packaging goods.
We can offer you a modern technical base and production facilities for the development and 
manufacture of high-quality and original, individual packaging that will adequately represent 
your products on the market.
Co-packing is a great way to maneuver the introduction of a new product to the market, 
choosing the most appropriate method and form for this: wrapping a gift or novelty with already 
popular products, or selling three items for the price of two.

MARKING

Marking is a procedure established by law.
It implies the application of special equipment - daters, markers - a certain code, which contains 
information about the product, its manufacturer, production date and shelf life.
We have high-precision tools and qualified employees, so the packaging is labeled clearly, 
accurately and as soon as possible. Technological equipment allows us to carry out the process 
with a high degree of resistance to various influences. 
Climatic conditions, conditions of storage and transportation - the labeling of the goods remains 
intact.
The applied image cannot be washed off, erased - a high level of protection guarantees the 
immutability and accuracy of the information.
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FOILING

One of the most successful sealing methods is induction foil sealing. The use of this method is 
possible for almost any type of product, both pharmaceutical, food and technical, up to fuels and 
lubricants, and the sealing achieved in this case, depending on the type of liner used, can be 
maintained at an internal pressure in the container up to several atmospheres.
The essence of the induction sealing technology is to fuse a layer of aluminum foil with the edge of 
the neck of a food container by means of induction heating of this foil.

STICKER

There are two types of modern stickers:
1) automated;
2) manual.
Basically, the application of stickers and stickers on the surface of the goods is carried out using 
special machines, but in some cases, manual labor is used to achieve a better result.
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EQUIPMENT

The service of assembly and assembly understands a very wide field of activity. 
In the KazBAD company, this is, first of all, manual labor. The seeming simplicity of manual labor is 
erroneous.
Manual labor in packaging is a complex process that requires responsibility, patience and 
accuracy.

HOW WE CAN BE USEFUL TO YOU:

MANUAL ASSEMBLY OF BOXES, PROMO SETS;

COMPLETE GROUP FOR DIFFERENT GOODS;

ASSEMBLY AND PACKAGING OF SETS;

COMPLETE SALES KITS;

INSERT AND PACKAGING IN MAGAZINES, CATALOGS, ADVERTISING BROCHURES.
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STERILIZATION OF PRODUCTS

In the world that surrounds us, there is an incredible amount of harmful bacteria and 
microorganisms. Their vital activity can greatly harm the human body.

Sterilization is the complete destruction of all microorganisms and bacteria that can be 
located both on the surface and inside the object being sterilized.

When carrying out sterilization, we use the most popular and common cleaning method: 
sterilization of objects with hot air (dry heat).Hot dry air is able to have an effective virocidal, 
bactericidal and sporicidal effect.

Disinfection in a dry-heat cabinet is one of the methods of general medical sterilization. 
Under the influence of hot temperature, 100% death of all bacterial cells, fungal species and 

viruses occurs. Death occurs as a result of combustion of these cells and spores or coagulation of 
protein compounds.

STERILE PACKAGING

Sterile packaging provides tear strength, durability, breathability and superior microbial 
barrier. All these qualities make it possible to create sterile packaging that maintains the sterility of 
medical devices throughout their entire service life.

Unlike medical paper and film, sterile packaging is compatible with all of the most common 
sterilization methods, including ethylene oxide (EO), gamma irradiation, electron beam, controlled 
steam, and low temperature oxidative sterilization. Due to the characteristics of the material, 
sterilizing gases and steam can easily penetrate insidepackaging and quickly exit it.
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STORAGE

Our company uses separate areas for the storage of raw materials, packaging materials and 
finished products. The required temperature regime and average humidity regime are maintained.

PREMIXES

The company "KazBAD" produces and sells high-quality specialized vitamin and mineral mixtures 
for the production of dietary supplements, food enrichment in various sectors of the food industry.

1. Ready-made vitamin and mineral complexes
2. Development of an exclusive premix recipe
3. Production of premixes according to your recipe
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Our clients

Our clients
ÈÏ Digital Marketing  https://www.marinehealth.asia/
https://imaginepeople.ru/ 
https://nrg-max.kz/ Ìàêñèëèí
https://biohayat.kz/  ÒÎÎ Halal way 
https://brilliant-life.kz/  TOO "Brilliant Life.KZ" 
https://goldwaycom.com/  ÒÎÎ GOLD WAY NETWORK 
https://unifores.com/ ÒÎÎ UNI FORES
https://el.kz/ru/news/nauka/uchenye_kazakhstana_prezentovali_innovatsionnye_proekty_v_sfer
e_meditsiny_i_iot/ Saumet ÒÎÎ " A.M.D.G. Group"
ÒÎÎ Alil-Group Asyl Saumal
https://vostokshop.kz/ ÈÏ Íóðëàíîâà 
https://qazhealth.kz/ ÒÎÎ QAZ HEALTH
ÒÎÎ «Ziken group» Al kuat
ÒÎÎ «Forest Hills» Saubox 
ÒÎÎ "NBN farm" Dr.SAUGIN 
ÈÏ «Teatime» ôàñîâêà ÷àÿ â äîéïàêè
ÒÎÎ "Global Go"
https://www.instagram.com/tahsin_forte/ Tahsin forte
https://qasiet.kz/ ÒÎÎ «Qasiet Qaz»
https://www.instagram.com/sinaenergy.kz/ sinaenergy.kz
ÒÎÎ "Happy Line Retail” 
ÒÎÎ KING-MEDICINE.PLUS Molecula 
https://dawa-organic.kz/ DAWA ORGANIC Êûñò Àëü-õèíäè
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Among our clients are such well-known companies as:

OMRON MEDICAL 
EQUIPMENT

PRODUCTION AND 
TRADING COMPANY

FOOD INDUSTRY 
HOLDING

COMPANY IN THE HEALTH 
LIFESTYLE INDUSTRY
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REQUISITES:

Limited Liability Partnership "KazBAD”

BIN:                        
Legal address:      

Banking details: 
                               

Bank:                     
SWIFT code:         
BIN of the Bank:   

Director - 

150740004225
Republic of Kazakhstan, 050061, Almaty city, Alatau district, 

                               Raiymbek avenue, house 481a, floor 6.Phone: +7 707 314 93 90.

Current account (IBAN account) in KZT: Kz298562203116368510
                               Current account (IBAN account) in RUB: Kz298562203316368639
                               Current account (IBAN account) in USD: Kz218562203216368573

Bank CenterCredit JSC in Almaty
KCJBKZKX
981141000668

Mr. Kengerbaev Yermek Dyusengazyevich, acting on the basis of the Charter.

Contacts: E-mail: 87075511155@mail.ru
Website: www.kazbad.kz
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